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Sierra Randolph
I am a multi-faceted artist with one goal in mind: to bring fantastic design to as broad an audience as I can muster. I have been designing,
illustrating, programming, and creating since I was eight years old. I want to always be learning new things in order to better my work and
energetically help those around me. I’m looking for my next artistic challenge, and I want to join a really passionate team!

Production Media Company • August 2015—October 2016

employment

I was employed by PMC shortly after graduating from college, and I have
learned a lot about marketing and customer communication! I frequently
assisted the art director in special projects, including a website redesign
and the creation of a brand-new marketing division for the company. I am
ready to begin my next adventure and really challenge myself!

Purpley Goodness • September 2004—present
I have been a freelancer ever since I was eight years old. I was bored one
summer day and decided to teach myself HTML. The rest is history, and I
love being able to provide both a functional structure and a pleasing design
for the various projects I’ve been able to do over the years.

Portland State University’s QRC • October 2014—June 2015
While in college, I was offered an internship with the QRC after doing an
interview for a different position. I worked with the marketing group to put
various events together as well as their upcoming 10th Anniversary.

Schnibbity Gifts, LLC • September 2004—January 2014
My family owned a small business in my hometown, and I was given the
chance while growing up to help out. In turn, I learned early on how to
manage, how to handle money, how to advertise, and how to talk to people.

B.S. in University Honors and Art Practices • June 2015

education
interests

I joined Alpha Kappa Psi in 2012 and subsequently improved our marketing
to focus on all majors and genders, rather than just men in the School of
Business. My senior thesis focused on transformation and was used to help
redesign the senior thesis program to better accommodate creative-based
work as opposed to just those who write papers for their theses.

I am an avid reader and PC gamer. I also enjoy creating stories using programs like
Twine (to explore different story paths), Ren’Py (to work with interactivity), Scrivener
(to organize all of my world-building), and Aeon Timeline (to make sense of the events
and figures in my stories). Also, I am a massive fan of animation and eagerly engage
in discourse about my favorite shows when new episodes or content are released!
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